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What are you going to get out of this session?

● Deep knowledge of how data can--and should--be used to support 
personalized learning

● Better understanding of how one state is collaborating across 
levels to integrate data to support their vision for personalized 
learning

● Background of resources available to you and your colleagues 
looking to expand your own data-driven support for personalized 
learning



What is Personalized Learning? -- How are we defining it here?













Data Systems and Access
If personalized learning is a state priority, set goals and clarify 
how you will measure progress. Support districts’ capacity to use 
data to identify and share best practices.



Time and Training 
Create policies that ensure that teachers and administrators have 
preservice and career-long training on how to use data ethically 
and effectively. 



Data Privacy
Ensure that data privacy policies are in place and that they follow 
best practices and allow role-based access for those who use 
data to support student learning. 



Policymakers 
have a critical 
role in making 
personalized 

learning 
successful



So… 
How Do We Plan & 
Implement This?

What’s The 
Foundation for This 
Vision?



We Believe Interoperable Data is Essential

• Data that flows seamlessly, securely, and in real-time
• Populating and being populated by current data (multiple sources)
• Supporting best of breed tool choice
• Surfacing insights from data at the right time 
• Supporting student agency and ownership of their learning
• Providing holistic, comprehensive understanding of learners’ needs



Where Do I Start? At a High Level…
• Adopt standards (they exist for data, content, tools, etc.)
• Make the request of your vendors to support those standards
• Use/select tools that are certified to support your adopted standards
• Join communities focused on Interoperability: Ed-Fi & Project Unicorn
• Consider platform partners and system integrators that build upon 

interoperability standards



How to Implement and Operationalize
Ed-Fi provides you with

• Interoperability data standards 
AND

• Tools, starter kits, and accelerators for you to use and build upon
ALL FREELY AVAILABLE FOR YOUR USE

The overall components are:
• A data standard (CEDS-aligned) with underlying logical data model  
• Operational Data Store (ODS) and API that implement the standard
• Tooling and ongoing enhancements for + by the Ed-Fi community
• *Plus an ecosystem of partners and ever-growing range of solutions



How Would This Look & Work in My Environment?

Attendance
Behavior/Intervention

Course Grades
Roster & Program Data

SAT/ACT/PSAT/State Test Data
Teacher Certification & Teacher Prep

Formative, Interim, Summative 
Assessments

Bulk Data (XML)
• State Assessments
• National Assessments
• Other?

Transactional Data (JSON)
• SIS/LMS
• Content Management
• Instructional Apps
• Financial/HR
• Operations (food,

transport, library)

Operational
Data Store Data 

Visualizations & 
Dashboards

BI 
Platforms, 
Reports/
Analytics

2-way data exchange to roster teaching & 
learning apps, + return results/outcomes data to 
ODS via API

Data 
Warehouses 

& Marts



Do Standards 
Allow Flexibility?
YES!
• In computing 

environment choice
• In enumerations & 

local/state specific 
values

• In tool choice & system 
adoptions

• In sharing solutions 
among agencies



Fast Forward… What Will This Ultimately 
Mean for My Org & My End Users?
• “Invisible and visible” benefits
• Flexible and responsive data architecture
• Sustainable design
• Manageability of privacy, security, AND support of best of breed 

tool choice
• 360 view/understanding of learners and learning
• Transparency into impact and learning outcomes





The Power of Data: Insights, Patterns



The Power of Data: Actionable



How Do I Join This Movement & Community?
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https://www.ed-fi.org/getting-started/
https://www.ed-fi.org/what-is-ed-fi/ed-fi-data-standard/
https://www.ed-fi.org/what-is-ed-fi/ed-fi-data-standard/


Are There Others Who Have Done This? YES!



Spoiler: Rhode Island is one of them



Rhode Island Ed-Fi Consortium





● Questions?
● What can you share from your own work, 

experience, or plans?
● What haven’t we thought of or covered?



Rachel Anderson RAnderson@dataqualitycampaign.org

Sean Casey sean.casey@ed-fi.org

Daniela Fairchild daniela.fairchild@innovate.ri.gov

Contact:
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